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Abstract—We have carried out an engineering study with
the aim of enhancing the reliability of the starting system of the
salient-pole synchronous machines in a pumping-generating plant.
We focused on accurate prediction of the damper bar currents,
electromagnetic torque, acceleration time, and bar temperatures
during the starting process. We used the time-stepping finite-element analysis (FEA) for a multiple-pole model including coupled
field-circuit formulation and rotor motion. We also developed an
analytical model, incorporating the equivalent circuit parameters,
to simulate the starting performance of the generator/motor units.
The predicted results from both the FEA model and the analytical
model agree well with experimental investigations. As a result, we
were able to propose a way to improve the motor’s reliability and
allow many additional starts.
Index Terms—AC generators, equivalent circuits, finite-element
analysis (FEA), salient-pole synchronous machines, starting performance, synchronous machines, synchronous motors, time-stepping FEA.

I. INTRODUCTION
UMP-STORAGE generator/motor units operate economically by generating during periods of peak demand and
pumping water to storage reservoirs during off-peak periods.
Eight generator/motor units manufactured by the General
Electric Company were installed in a pumping/generating plant
in the mid-1960s. After over 40 years of reliable operation
of the plant, the need for maintenance of the damper winding
has increased. The customer requested an engineering study
to enhance the reliability of the starting systems of the units
to achieve reliable operation of the units. The goal of the
engineering study was to identify solutions that would allow
the customer to obtain reliable performance of the plant by
achieving an additional number of starts in excess of 3000
without any need for major maintenance. The ratings of the
48-pole generator/motor units are shown in Table I. The engineering study is composed of the following major components.
• Review the original design and the expected performance
of the damper windings.
• Perform tests to determine the temperature of the damper
bars on one of the units. The tests include temperature
measurement on all damper bars of a rotor pole during
acceleration for both watered and unwatered conditions.
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TABLE I
RATINGS OF THE STUDIED GENERATOR/MOTOR UNITS

Record the acceleration times to reach synchronous speed
for both conditions.
• Simulate the starting performance of the machine using
equivalent circuit method.
• Generate electromagnetic and thermal finite-element analysis (FEA) models to simulate the test conditions to verify
the accuracy of the simulations.
• Conceive and study alternatives to improve the reliability
of the starting of the units by using electromagnetic and
thermal finite-element simulations.
• Based on the analyses of the alternatives, propose a solution that will allow for the performance of the additional
3000 starts without major maintenance.
Due to the advent of powerful computing workstations, the
transient analysis of synchronous machines has now become
feasible for performing simulation studies using time-stepping
FEA including actual stator and rotor winding topology and
kinematic equation of rotor motion.
Although the simulation of three-phase sudden short circuit
tests by time-stepping finite-element method to derive transient and subtransient reactances during the design of large
salient-pole synchronous machines has been reported in the
literature [1]–[3], the starting performance calculation of large
synchronous machines with fractional-slot stator windings has
not been reported.
In [4], the eddy currents in damper bars during starting were
calculated for a single-pole finite-element model. It did not
include any simulation of kinematic equation of rotor motion.
An equivalent circuit approach was presented in [5] using
reluctance network in which saturation of magnetic material
was included by approximate models of the magnetization
characteristics.
The measurement of the torque of large synchronous machines is cumbersome and time consuming [6]. When pulsating
torque is included, the task of performing torque measurement
is even more difficult [7].
This paper presents the study of the starting performance of the large salient-pole synchronous machine of the
pumping-generating plant. An analytical model, based on
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a synchronous motor during starting. (a) d-axis equivalent circuit for the synchronous components. (b) q -axis equivalent circuit for
the synchronous components. (c) d-axis equivalent circuit for the (1 2s) components. (d) q -axis equivalent circuit for the (1 2s) components. The resistance
r may include a discharge resistance in the field winding. The field is not applied until the speed of the motor reaches about synchronous speed.
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equivalent circuit parameters, was developed to simulate the
starting performance. Time-stepping FEA, incorporating actual
stator and rotor winding topology and kinematic equation of
rotor motion, were used for in-depth analysis of the starting
performance of the pump-storage motor. All simulation results
were confirmed by the on-site measurements. A feasible
solution was proposed to extend the additional starts based on
these studies.

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELING OF THE
STARTING PERFORMANCE
A. Starting Process
During the starting of salient-pole synchronous motors, the
three-phase symmetrical stator currents generate a magnetic
field in the air gap, which rotates at synchronous speed .
The synchronous field will induce currents in the rotor damper
. Due to asymmetry of the rotor, these
cages at frequency
rotor currents will generate a field which can be decomposed
to a positive sequence field and a negative sequence field. The
relative to the
positive sequence field will rotate at speed
rotor. Since rotor rotates at speed , this positive field will have
the absolute speed equal to synchronous speed
.
The negative sequence field generated by the rotor currents
relative to the rotor. Therefore, the
will rotate at speed
. This
absolute speed of this field is
negative sequence field will generate a back-electromotive
force (emf) and currents in the stator windings and in the
rotor damper cages. The stator currents induced by this field
. The rotor currents
generate a field at the speed of
induced by this field will have frequency of
, which, in
turn, will generate a positive sequence field at the speed of
and a negative sequence field
.
at the speed of

0

The stator and rotor magnetic fields which rotate at the same
speed will generate average torque while the fields rotating at
different speeds will generate pulsating torque.
B. Equivalent Circuit
The principle of induction motors can be used to derive the
equivalent circuit of synchronous machines. Due to the asymmetry of the rotor configuration, the equivalent circuit can be
expressed as a circuit and a circuit as shown in Fig. 1(a)
and (b) for the synchronous components, where all quantities
are transferred to the synchronous frame. Since the
component of stator currents is a negative sequence, all quanti. When transferred to the
ties rotate at the speed of
, the rotor quantities will remain the same as
stator frame
it is in an induction motor but the stator resistance has to be di, similar to the transformation of the rotor slip
vided by
of induction machines as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d).
The significance of Fig. 1 is that all quantities are transferred
to the synchronous frame, but each different component sees
a different stator resistance. Since all quantities rotate at synchronous speed, the developed torque can be calculated by dividing the power by the synchronous speed.
C. The Developed Torque During Starting
The following assumptions are made for the analysis of the
starting performance of large salient-pole synchronous motors.
1) Neglect the saturation. Further, the saturation may be represented by different parameters at different slips. 2) Iron losses,
friction loss and windage loss can be considered as part of the
developed torque. 3) The motion during starting process is slow
such that the slip at each point of the starting process is a constant; and that the cross flux linkage between the and axis
can be neglected.
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Based on the above analysis, assuming a symmetrical power
supply, the stator voltage and current during starting can be expressed in the 120 system as

of the motor. The calculation of stator currents
further discussed.

,

will be

D. Stator Currents
(1)

(2)
where
and
are the stator currents with the frequency of
and
, respectively; , , and
are the positive sequence, negative sequence, and neutral components of
is the angle
the stator voltage expressed in the 120 system;
that
lags ; and
is the angle that
lags ;
is the
synchronous angular frequency. A bold letter indicates a phasor
while a normal letter indicates its amplitude.
Total power delivered to the motor is

rotates at the synDuring the starting, the stator voltage
chronous speed, while the rotor – frame rotates at the rotor
speed. Therefore, the angle between the stator voltage and the
, where is the final
rotor axis is
angle between stator voltage and rotor axis at synchronous
and
. It
speed.
is clear that both
and
varies between
and . When
; when
rotor axis aligns up with the stator voltage,
axis aligns up with the stator voltage,
. The stator
current can be solved by averaging the current at these two particular positions.
As analyzed above, the stator current has two components
during starting. Using the equivalent circuit given in Fig. 1, let
(7)

(8)

(9)
(3)
(10)

The total developed average torque of the synchronous motor
can be derived, by subtracting the copper losses from the total
power, and then divided by the synchronous speed
(4)
where is the total number of poles.
During the starting of synchronous motors, the two components of stator current have different frequencies, only the constant terms constitute the average torque and the other terms give
the pulsating torque. The average torque is
(5)

When the rotor axis aligns up with the stator voltage,
, therefore
(11)
When the rotor
, therefore

axis aligns up with the stator voltage,
(12)

and
Solving for
component and the
be derived

from (11) and (12), the synchronous
component of the stator current can

The pulsating torque is
(13)
and
(14)
The kinematic equations of the system can be written as
(15)
(6)
By using (5) and (6), the average torque and the pulsating
torque can be calculated for given , , and
and parameters

Therefore, the starting performance can be simulated using
the analytical model developed above. Fig. 2 shows the simulated starting torque-speed curve of the pump-storage motor.
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Fig. 4.
Fig. 2.
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Rotor of one of the pumped storage units.

Simulated torque speed curve of the pump-storage motor.

Fig. 5. Finite-element model outline.

Fig. 3. Simulated acceleration of the pump-storage motor. The acceleration
time to reach synchronous speed is approximately 27 s for unwatered start.

Fig. 3 shows the motor speed as a function of time for the unwatered case. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the acceleration
time for the unwatered case is approximately 27 s.
III. FINITE-ELEMENT MODELING
The equivalent circuit model can be used to simulate the
starting process, but it relies on other methods such as FEA
to provide circuit parameters for different slips. It can only
provide an average damper current, not the distribution in each
rotor bar, nor the temperature of the damper bars. Therefore,
time-stepping FEA is a powerful tool to simulate the damper
bar current distributions, electromagnetic torque, acceleration,
and temperatures. It can also be used to provide equivalent
circuit parameters for other uses and perform in-depth analysis
of the starting performance of large salient-pole synchronous
motors. FEA was used in this study to understand the damper
bar current and temperature distribution.
The mathematical formulations and the development of the
software package for design applications have been described
in [1]. Only the features of the modeling for its application to
the pumped storage units’ starting calculation are given in this
paper.
The stator of each unit has 396 slots and the rotor has 48 poles.
Each of the rotor poles has six damper bars. The damper bars are

Fig. 6. Detailed mesh for the finite-element analysis.

connected through end ring. Since the number of stator slots per
pole per phase is 2 , the field repeats every four poles. Therefore, a four-pole model is required for modeling the winding
pattern. The stator coils have four turns/coil and the individual
turns of the stator coils are modeled in the FEA model. The field
coils are strip-wound and have 38 turns/pole. Each of the field
winding turns is also modeled.
Fig. 4 shows the rotor of one of the units on the shaft. Alternative rotor designs were considered to study the effects of
design changes on the starting performance of the pump motors. Fig. 5 shows the FEA model outline spanning four rotor
poles for the existing rotor design. Alternate damper winding
designs were considered for the study to minimize the variation
of thermal expansion among the damper bars. Fig. 6 shows the
discretization of the model of Fig. 5 in triangular first-order finite elements for two-dimensional nonlinear eddy-current field
problem.
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The three-dimensional effects were included in the coupled
field-circuit formulation by using end-leakage reactances and
the end winding resistances as external circuit parameters. The
model of Fig. 6 has 29 574 elements and 15 279 nodes. The selection of mesh density is a tradeoff between the desired accuracy of the results and the computer CPU times. An automatic
mesh generator was developed by the first author and his associates to generate the FEA models depending on the application.
Some trial and error are often required to determine the appropriate mesh density to achieve an accurate solution in a reasonable time frame. In addition, to compute the eddy-current distribution in damper bars accurately during starting, very fine mesh
in the damper bars is required.
Rotor motion was modeled by connecting separate FEA
models for the stator and the rotor along a sliding surface in the
air gap [1]. The two models are connected electromagnetically
by periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions between the
magnetic vector potential of the coinciding nodes along the two
sides of the sliding surface [8].
At each time step after the start of the simulation, the new
rotor position is determined by the calculated speed of the rotor.
In this method of simulation, rotor motion is restricted to be
in increments of the element size on the sliding surface. The
number of elements on the sliding surface is large enough to
model rotor speed accurately during acceleration.
The main advantage of the sliding surface method for simulation of rotor motion is that no new mesh generation is required
at different rotor positions, which keeps the mesh topology constant throughout the simulation. The discretization error in finite-element mesh remains constant, thereby improving the accuracy of the time-stepping simulations significantly.
The rotor speed at each time step is obtained from the solution of the kinematic equation of the shaft system. For the
watered start case, the load torque varies with speed. For the
simulation of the acceleration of the rotor for watered starting,
the actual load torque-speed curve was replaced by a staircase
over a large number of speed intervals. This requires the analyst
to stop and restart the simulation every time a certain speed is
reached. At every time step, the electromagnetic air gap torque
is calculated from the electromagnetic field solution by using
the Maxwell stress tensor method. The rotor speed and position
at each time step is obtained by using one-step explicit Euler
difference scheme for the kinematic equation. The kinematic
system is solved decoupled from the field-circuit system, which
does not pose any risk of instability or loss of accuracy because
of the large mechanical time constants of the motor/generator
units.

Fig. 7. Calculated acceleration of the pump-storage motor for unwatered
starts. The acceleration time to synchronous speed is 28.2 s.

Fig. 8. Field distribution during initial start.

Fig. 9.

Field distribution at about half synchronous speed.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulated acceleration curve using time stepping FEA
for the unwatered starting of the pump-storage motor is shown in
Fig. 7, which indicates a 28.2 s acceleration time to synchronous
speed. The field distribution at start, at half speed, and at near
synchronous speed are shown in Figs. 8–10, respectively. It can
be seen from Figs. 8–10 that the flux penetrates gradually in the
rotor pole body during acceleration to synchronous speed due to
the reaction of the damper bar currents, which remain practically

Fig. 10.

Field distribution at near synchronous speed.

the same during the acceleration. The damper bar currents in the
trailing and leading bars of the right pole during acceleration are
shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, for watered starts. It can
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TABLE II
INTEGRATED DAMPER BAR CURRENTS FOR UNWATERED START

TABLE III
INTEGRATED DAMPER BAR CURRENTS FOR WATERED START
Fig. 11.

Trailing damper bar current in pole 1 during acceleration.

TABLE IV
CALCULATED AND MEASURED EFFECTIVE DAMPER BAR TEMPERATURE FOR
WATERED START

Fig. 12.

Leading damper bar current in pole 1 during acceleration.

be seen from Figs. 11 and 12 that the trailing bar carries higher
current than the leading bar. To calculate the thermal expansion
of the damper bars, an effective value of the damper bar current
is calculated by integrating the current squared over the acceleration time and taking the square root. The power loss in the
bar equals the effective average current squared times the bar
resistance.
Table II shows the currents in the damper bars for all bars in
four poles of the FEA model for the unwatered case. Poles and
bars are counted from right to left. The damper bar 1 is located
at the trailing edge and the bar 6 is at the leading edge of the
poles. It can be seen from Table II that the trailing edge bar
carries higher current than the leading edge bar. The nonuniform
distribution of currents in the bar will give rise to nonuniform
thermal expansion, which has to be accommodated in the design
of the damper winding and the shorting end rings.
The simulation of watered starts is performed by dividing the
load torque-speed characteristic into a number of segments of
speed intervals. Over each speed interval, an average value of
load torque is used to calculate the acceleration and speed as
functions of time. Table III shows the results of simulation for
the effective damper bar currents for the watered start. It can
be seen from Table III that the bar currents are again unevenly
distributed, with the trailing edge bar carrying higher current
than the leading edge bar.
It can also be seen from Tables II and III that the bar currents are not evenly distributed for damper bars under different
poles. The difference in the damper bar current will develop uneven temperature rise in damper bars and end rings; therefore,

nonuniform expansion will occur. This should be taken into consideration during the design of these motors.
The temperature rise of the damper bars are calculated by
(16)
where
is the specific heat of the damper bars, is the weight
is the elapsed time, and
is the total loss in the
of the bar,
each damper bar, which can be expressed as
(17)
and
are the effective damper current and resiswhere
tance, respectively.
The calculated effective bar temperature rise is shown in
Table IV. For comparison purposes, the measured temperature
rise during the acceleration time is also shown in the same
table.
V. SITE TEST
Special site tests were performed to measure the acceleration
time and determine the temperatures of the damper bars during
starting. The damper bars on one rotor pole on one of the units
were instrumented with thermistors.
The thermistors were inserted into the holes in the damper
bars so that the elements of the thermistors were seated at the
bottom of the hole and secured. The outputs of the thermistors
were connected to a data acquisition system to store data during
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Fig. 13.
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Tested bar temperature of the pump-storage motor.
TABLE V
ACCELERATION TIMES OF THE STUDIED PUMP-STORAGE SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR (SECONDS)

Fig. 14. Acceleration of the pump-storage motor tested on site. The measured
acceleration time is 28.5 s.

startups at various conditions. Fig. 13 shows the measured bar
temperature for the watered start of the pump-storage motor.
The measured effective bar temperature rise during the acceleration time is also shown in Table IV. It can be seen from Table IV
that the temperature calculations follows the trend of measurement for the practical design purposes. It also shows that bar 1
temperature rise is much higher than any other bar as predicted
in the simulations. The accurate temperature rise calculation requires complex computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models,
which were not warranted for these studies.
The acceleration times were recorded by using a speed monitor during startups for both watered and unwatered cases. The
tested acceleration of the pump-storage motor for the unwatered
case is shown in Fig. 14. The measured acceleration time of both
watered and unwatered cases are shown in Table V. It can be

seen from Table V that both analytical model and FEA model
give good estimation of the acceleration time. The most possible
cause for the discrepancy between the calculated and test acceleration time for the watered case is the representation of load
torque over the entire speed range from start to synchronous
by segmenting into several speed intervals. By increasing the
speed intervals, the discrepancy with test results could be reduced at the expense of increased simulation time. Since the
purpose of the study is to obtain relative differences in the performance by design variations, additional attempts to reduce the
discrepancy between the calculated and test results were not felt
warranted. On the other hand, there is a stick friction just at the
starting of the system. Therefore, the rotation of the motor begins only when the motor torque is larger than the stick friction
torque. The viscous friction is usually larger at low speeds than
at high speeds. This force was not represented in the mathematical model, which may also have contributed to the discrepancy
with test results.
VI. ALTERNATE ROTOR DESIGN STUDIES
The consistence between the simulation and site tests laid
ground for further studies. Following completion of the simu-
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lation of the existing damper bar designs with respect to both
unwatered and watered start, a number of alternative designs
were simulated with the goal of reducing the differences in currents among the damper bars during the starting sequences. If
the currents in the six damper bars could be made nearly equal,
the design of the flexible connections between the damper bars
and the shorting ring segments becomes less complicated.
Alternative rotor designs were simulated to study the effects
of design changes on the starting performance of the pump
storage units. The alternatives were studied to minimize the
variation of thermal expansions in the damper bars. The following alternative designs were initially proposed to be studied:
• Replace brass damper bars by copper bars. The units were
originally designed and built with naval brass damper bars
with resistivity of 3.8 per unit of copper. Higher resistivity damper bars provide higher starting torque at the
expense of pull-in torque. Lower resistivity bars increase
pull-in torque at the expense of starting torque. Since there
is no particular starting torque requirement for the pump
motor units, the change of material to copper was studied
to verify the current and temperature distribution in the
bars to improve the starting performance. The main criterion used is that the damper bar temperature distribution is
within the allowable limits tested at the site. The bar material and diameter are also selected to keep stress due to
centrifugal force within permissible limits.
• Replace six bars/pole with five bars/pole. The number of
damper bars is selected by considering the pole enclosure
and the number of stator slots per pole. For these units,
other possible variations of the number of bars are five or
seven damper bars. The seven bar design was not considered for mechanical reasons.
• Mix brass and copper bars by replacing only the outermost bars by copper bars was also considered. This option
was not studied because of past experience of unfavorable
differential expansion between bars for motors for other
pumped storage units.
Therefore, the alternative designs considered for simulation
are as follows:
1) Starting with an external reactor in the stator winding.
Some reactors were purchased with the original units for
such starts, but were never used for lacking of data.
2) Changing the existing naval brass bars with copper bars.
3) Changing the number of damper bars per pole from six to
five copper bars.
The alternative study was focused on both watered and unwatered start. The data in Tables VI–VIII are shown for the
watered start. Table VI shows the simulated damper bar currents for the reactor start. It can be seen from Table VI that the
reactor-start decreases the damper bar currents and distributes
them more uniformly among the bars. Table VII shows the simulated damper bar current for alternative 2: change the damper
bars from brass to copper. The current distribution in the bars did
not show any improvement over brass bars. Table VIII shows
the calculated damper bar currents for alternatives 3: change to
damper bars from six to five. Again, the five copper bars did
not show any improvement in the current distribution. Table IX
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TABLE VI
INTEGRATED DAMPER BAR CURRENTS FOR REACTOR START

TABLE VII
INTEGRATED DAMPER BAR CURRENTS FOR SIX COPPER BARS

TABLE VIII
INTEGRATED DAMPER BAR CURRENTS FOR FIVE DAMPER BARS

TABLE IX
ACCELERATION TIME OF THE PUMP-STORAGE SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR:
WATERED START (SECONDS)

further compares the acceleration time for all three different alternatives with the original design. It can be seen from Table IX
that the original design is better than any of the proposed alternative designs in terms of acceleration time. In the case of
reactor start, the acceleration time is more than doubled.
Based on these simulation studies, it was concluded that the
best choice was to keep the original damper bar designs and
concentrate on the redesign of the flexible connectors for the
desired number of additional starting cycles. The FEA and analytical model provided means of studying these alternatives
without having to make the expensive implementation of the design alternatives.
VII. CONCLUSION
The equivalent circuit model provides an acceptable yet
simple approach for the design and simulation of large
salient-pole synchronous motors. Time-stepping FEA provides
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a powerful tool for the simulation of both steady-state and
transient performance of large synchronous machines to calculate detailed distribution of fields and currents. Both methods,
verified by experiments, provide an analytical tool to perform
engineering studies for large salient-pole synchronous motors.
The transient starting performance for a pumped storage
motor/generator unit was simulated to study alternative designs
and their effects on the starting performance of the pump motor
to improve the reliability of the starting system. The simulation
results were verified by on site tests. The results of thermal and
mechanical analysis using the calculated damper bar currents
were also verified using the site test results of damper bar
temperatures.
Based on the simulation results, the flexible connectors have
been designed to ensure the accommodation of the differential
thermal expansions among the damper bars for the desired additional starting cycles.
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